Team Update 04

GENERAL

FIRST Choice

FIRST Choice Round 2 has ended, and AndyMark is processing priority lists. Since Round 2 opened, three inventory discrepancies have been discovered. This means that for the following items, fewer items will be available when FIRST Choice opens for normal ordering than what might be expected (AndyMark’s confirmed that inventories still exceed demand from priority lists, so these changes have not impacted number of parts assigned to Round 2 priority lists).

- PSoc prototyping kits, PN CY8CKIT-059: 90 short (actual 1,207)
- Duct Tape, Blue, PN 70006315231: 840 short (actual 2,028)
- Duct Tape, Yellow, PN 70006315199: short 24 (actual 2,678)

Single-Day Event Plan

The Single-Day Event plan has been updated to include links to inspection checklists and emphasis that Inspection is required at the event itself.

SECTION 5.3 HUB

An agitator extends up the center of each HUB and rotates throughout the MATCH. The motors driving the agitator assemblies are supplied with (nominal) 12V each, and their direction may vary from MATCH to MATCH. Generally, the agitator causes a single CARGO dropped into the UPPER HUB to reenter play in approximately 7 seconds and a CARGO dropped in the LOWER HUB to reenter play in approximately 5 seconds.

SECTION 5.7 CARGO

CARGO is inflated to 3½ psi. ±½ psi. (checked every morning and lunch break and as outliers are suspected using this gauge at official events).

SECTION 8 GAME RULES: HUMANS

FIRST is committed to Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion and as such, FIRST makes reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities that request accommodation. If a participant needs an accommodation for an event, please talk to a volunteer at the event or contact local leadership before the event so they can help ensure the accommodation is provided. Accommodations are determined reasonable given they do not create an undue hardship or cause safety concerns.

Accommodations are adjustments that allow all people with disabilities to access the building and participate in the game. Accommodations are determined reasonable given they do not create an undue hardship or cause safety concerns.

SECTION 10 INSPECTION & ELIGIBILITY RULES

The links to inspection checklists in the Blue Box now point to the live documents.